Dungeon Adventure
Jack, ordinary a twelve-year-old boy, who always wake at sharp 6:00 is taking a shower and
getting dressed to leave for school at 6:40. His parents are always abroad and hardly ever talk to
him because they have to deal with clients, have business meeting and so much more that he
doesn’t know about. He also had something they do not know about.
One weekend, when jack was surfing on Internet, he found an online game called Dungeon
Adventure, but the kids at Jacks school said that the game was boring and it always had a
question , “Do you want to know the real meaning of life?”
They always pressed “No” instead of “Yes” because they have loving parents, so they do not have
a sad , questioning life. But Jake does knows only a lonely life as he hardly talks to anyone. So
when he played that game, and saw the question he hesitated a bit but hit the button. As soon as
he pressed ‘yes’, he was sucked into the game. He was knocked out somehow and woke up in a
jungle. There were two others in a getup which are used in anime about cave raiders. Suddenly
one of them introduced himself “Hi I am Michael, he is Matt. “what is your name?”
“I am Jake and where are we?” Before the other boy answered they felt the earth tremor and soon
a building started rising in front of them. They quickly took a step back, Jack thought that it was
almost like a fairy tale. Soon there was a temple in front of them, and Jake’s nose almost touched
the temple wall. Finally Matt said “We are inside a game”.
Jake shouted and said “This can’t be true, this must be a dream” he closed his eyes and counted
up to five and opened his eyes. Michael said “If we want to get out, we have to finish the quest.”
Then, they entered the temple and found themselves in a cave full of giant ants. Jack found a
sword in a sheath behind his back, quick in a flash, he took it out and sliced the ants in front of
him.
Matt found a sword with enchanted fire spell that once he slashes something they burn for 10

seconds, Michael found bunch of healing potions in different colors and a magic rod? “Why do I
need a rod” then Jack went and gave him a lecture about “Magic rods and potions are given to a
person who has magical powers and they are called mages which you are in this game right now.
“
After a while, Michael asked, “How do I use them? Can I enchant your weapons? Jack responded
“I think you can do that kind of stuff”. After a while they started moving forward, killing goblins,
dungeon boss, finding treasure, and soon they went into a giant room which had a temple and a
dragon was asleep, guarding the exit which was huge and locked. As soon the three of them went
near the dragon it woke up and started flying around, hurling balls of fire around them.
Luckily, Michael used his frost magic to freeze the dragon and switched to electricity magic and
started using it at the dragon. Then Michael shouted “Help me, I am running out of magic powers”
Quickly both of them started using their swords, and finally killed the monstrous dragon. They saw
a key dangling on his neck, Jack took that key and went near the door with the other two. Jack
said “I guess this is good bye” “I guess it is” ,Michael responded “If we see each other in the real
world we could be friends” Matt said. As soon as Jack put the key in the key hole he felt a jolt of
electricity and woke up in his room.
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